Public Sculpture at the Busch Campus

Busch Campus is notable for its math- and science-based disciplines and its many athletics venues. The sculpture here, some of Rutgers’ newest, is mostly abstract, which helps convey the campus’s energized, future-oriented persona. A few pieces are deliberately representational: a football player in midstride and a collection of biological organisms.

1. **Chichen Itza Blue (1986) by Igal Tumarkin**
   - Donated by Philip and Muriel Berman, this work is an abstract-geometric piece by world-renowned artist Igal Tumarkin. Born in Dresden, Germany, he immigrated to Israel at a very young age and is famous for his Holocaust memorials. This sculpture consists of a handcart painted blue on a short track of rails, possibly alluding to the cattle cars used to transport prisoners to concentration camps. It was recently restored to its original brilliant blue color.

2. **Reflections (1982) by Reuben Karol**
   - As a gift from the Engineering Class of 1982, Reuben Karol, a former professor at Rutgers, designed Reflections. This sculpture depicts an abstract female figure, slightly larger than life size, in a thinker pose sitting on top of a makeshift seat of oversized books. In opposition to the dramatic verticality that defines most of the structures on Busch Campus, the concrete figure is composed of distinct lateral segments that allude to a relaxed and harmonious connection to the earth. This figure’s intense contemplation and association with the pile of books she is posed on hold a deep connection with the university setting.

3. **Split and Twisted (1981) by Paul Sisko**
   - The outline of a massive steel rectangle painted red has been split on one side and twisted outward, thus breaking the two-dimensional plane the shape would have occupied. This illusion is common in Paul Sisko’s “Fractured” series, in which the artist manipulates simple and solid geometric shapes to create new and exciting visual effects. Philip and Muriel Berman donated several Sisko sculptures to various universities across the United States, including Split and Twisted as a gift to Rutgers in 1980. Rutgers installed the sculpture in 1981.

4. **Signal (2009) by Ralph Helmick**
   - With Signal, Ralph Helmick aimed to create a sculpture that complements the function of the architectural structure it surrounds. Even the sculpture’s title is a reference to the engineering term “signal-to-noise ratio” and alludes to the Biomedical Engineering Building where this work stands. The artist chose to suggest a human form in motion, without creating a statue that actually moves. To do this, Helmick used hollow steel pipes of various lengths to change the viewer’s perspective of the figure as he or she moves around it. The frontal view of the sculpture implies a lightweight, fast-moving figure. As the viewer moves around the sculpture toward the side of the figure, the sculpture appears to slow down until the viewer has reached the side view of a static steel mass. The work was commissioned under the New Jersey Public Buildings Arts Inclusion Act of 1978.

5. **Life Forms (2005) by Michele Oka Doner**
   - Commissioned under the New Jersey Public Buildings Arts Inclusion Act of 1978, Life Forms is a medium that incorporates bronze figures embedded in gray terrazzo, forming the main floor of the Life Sciences Building. From macroorganisms to microorganisms, Michele Oka Doner has rescaled these figures and integrated them into a harmonious creation, reminding students and researchers of the creatures that are quintessential components of their discipline.

   - Located on the southern and northern sides of the Psychology Building, these sculptures were installed by Rutgers under the New Jersey Public Buildings Arts Inclusion Act of 1978. The artist Patrick Strzelec, a current professor at Rutgers’ Mason Gross School of the Arts, created them. Strzelec composed the southern stainless steel sculpture as two funnels connected with a curved pipe. The sculpture invites passersby to converse with each other by speaking into the two opposing funnel ends. This activity produces an auditory effect that creates a sensory association with the Psychology Building. On the northern side of the building, two identical spheres sit beside each other on a cylindrical base with cutouts from the bottom portion. Greenery and mulch surround this abstract geometric stainless steel piece.

7. **Quaternion I & II (1992) by Livio Saganic**
   - Commissioned under the Public Buildings Arts Inclusion Act of 1978, Quaternion I and Quaternion II were created by Livio Saganic in 1992. Both sculptures are located outside of the Environmental and Occupational Health Sciences Institute building. “Quaternion” implies groups containing four members. In Quaternion I, four vertical stripes composed of panels of Vermont gray slate and Vermont blue slate alternate in color. Four abstract figures, each adhering to its matching slate color, project from the previously two-dimensional wall to create a strong sense of verticality. Quaternion II contains four major pieces that create the abstract sculpture, carved out of northern Québec Province granite and alluding to the meaning of the name “Quaternion.” It is not known why Saganic chose “four” as a theme.

8. **Neither Whales nor Turtles (1990) by Jene Highstein**
   - Too small to represent whales although too large to depict turtles, two rounded mounds of painted ferroconcrete rise out of the ground in the courtyard of the Center for Advanced Biotechnology and Medicine. Rutgers installed Jene Highstein’s Neither Whales nor Turtles as part of the Public Buildings Arts Inclusion Act of 1978. The scale of these massive oblong hemispheres implies an intrusion of the object into the viewer’s space. The viewer is not only meant to see the sculpture, but also walk around and interact with it on a more personal level.

   - Rutgers is famous for being the birthplace of college football. This bronze sculpture was installed as a gift from the Class of 1949. The sculptor Thomas Jay Warren captures the action and suspense of that first football game against Princeton. This sculpture depicts a Rutgers football player during an intense play running down the field full of determination.

To learn more about public sculpture at Rutgers–New Brunswick, visit nb.rutgers.edu/sculpture.
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